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07 February 2020

Dear colleagues
Online review of draft EEA report “Monitoring and evaluation of national adaptation policies
along the adaptation policy cycle”

I am pleased to inform you that the final draft EEA Report “Monitoring and evaluation of
national adaptation policies along the adaptation policy cycle” is now available for online
review.
You will find the draft report here (Eionet login required):
https://forum.eionet.europa.eu/nrc-climate-change-adaptation/library/eea-products-climatechange-adaptation-review/monitoring-and-evaluation-national-adaptation-policies-alongadaptation-policy/

If you do not have an EIONET login, please contact your NFP. However, if you only plan to
review this report, please send an email to Wouter Vanneuville
(wouter.vanneuville@eea.europa.eu) and you will get a direct invitation that allows you to
read and review this draft report.
The report provides an overview of country developments in terms of strategies and plans
for climate change adaptation (CCA) and their implementation in a context of global and
European policy frameworks. The report brings together lessons learned - on national
level – on adaptation Monitoring, Reporting and Evaluation (MRE), future directions and
opportunities for mutual learning on evaluation of CCA strategies and plans at national
and European level and implications of emerging reporting requirements from relevant EU
policies to improve evaluations at EU level.
Please note that an executive summary is not included in this draft report. EEA is currently
developing a summary, which will be based largely on highlighted messages from each
chapter and on the concluding chapter.
The EEA is seeking your views on the current draft, in particular regarding:
- The content and structure of the document;
- The information used for the analysis;
- Highlighted messages and other key findings; and
- Conclusions.
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Please disregard any language-related comments as the report will undergo English
language editing.
EEA uses the ‘talkback consultation’ tool to gather comments online. On the webpage of
this consultation, you will find a PDF version of the report, which also includes the
bibliography as well as a draft glossary. However, I like to ask you to provide comments via
the online forum only. Use of the online forum enables EEA to review all comments
systematically and to document the responses. It also allows you to forward the invitation
to others in your organisation who you may wish to involve.
Please be aware that your comments will be visible to other reviewers of the report.
Furthermore, we intend to make reviewer comments, together with the response of the
authors, available to Eionet members upon publication of the final report.
I like to kindly ask you to provide your comments latest by Friday 20 March 2020.
Please keep in mind that EEA will put a report on urban and local adaptation into online
review at the beginning of March 2020 when planning your responses on this online
review.
In case of any problems or questions with the online tool, please contact the Eionet
helpdesk (helpdesk@eionet.europa.eu). Regarding the process and the content of the
report, please contact the responsible EEA project manager, Wouter Vanneuville
(wouter.vanneuville@eea.europa.eu), or me (andre.jol@eea.europa.eu).
We are very much looking forward to receiving your comments. We thank you in advance
for your cooperation.

Yours sincerely

André Jol
Head of Group Climate Change Adaptation and LULUCF
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